THE HISTORY OF CIVILIZATION
T
HIS series marks one of the most ambitious adventures in the
annals of book publishing.    Its aim is to present in accessible
form the results of modern research throughout the whole
range of the Social Sciences—to  summarize in one comprehensive
synthesis  the   most   recent   findings  of   historians,  anthropologists,
archaeologists, sociologists, and all conscientious students of civilization.
To achieve success in this stupendous undertaking, the new French
series, VEvolution de FHumanite, in which the leading savants of France
are collaborating with the Director of the Bibliotheque de Synthese
Historique,   ML   Henri   Berr,  is   being  incorporated.   Distinguished
historians, both European and American, are contributing volumes in
their several departments.
The field has been carefully mapped out, as regards both subjects
and periods; and, though the instalments will be published as they are
ready/ the necessary chronological sequence will be secured by the
fact that the volumes of the French collection will be used as a nucleus.
Each work will be entirely independent and complete in itself, but
the volumes in a given group will be found to supplement one another
when considered in relation to a particular subject or period.
The volumes are uniformly bound in a fine art-cambric cloth, with
specially designed gold lettering and emblem, royal octavo in size.
THE TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT devoted a leading
article to the first four volumes, in which the series was described as
being " composed by all the talents ".
THE MANCHESTER GUARDIAN wrote that " it is a heroic
attempt, which will be sympathetically watched, to bring some light into
the vast mass of ill-organized knowledge which we owe to modern research
and so make it available in the end for the guidance of the world."
NATURE, the leading scientific journal, in a six-column review,
provides a striking summary of the aims and objects of the series: " The
History of Civilization promises to be perhaps the most important
contribution so far undertaken towards the task of organization and
systematization of the social studies. A glance at the prospectus makes
us anticipate a library of masterpieces, for the best workers of France,
Great Britain, and some other countries are contributing from their
own speciality and are attempting to bring it into line with the con-
tributions from neighbouring fields and with the results of general

